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Abstract
Purpose – To develop an image processing approach for jigsaw puzzle assembly.
Design/methodology/approach – First, pixels are extracted from the jigsaw puzzle blocks to calculate their rotation angles and centre coordinates.
Second, a template matching method is employed to recognise each block and its orientation.
Findings – A robot-based jigsaw puzzle system is established; and an effective image processing approach for assembly is developed.
Practical implications – Automatic assembly lines that assemble parts with the same shape, but random position and angle, can employ the jigsaw
puzzle assembly method.
Originality/value – An effective image processing method for jigsaw puzzle assembly is presented in this paper. The validity of the method is proved
by analysis and experiment.
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1. Introduction

Vision recognition techniques have been widely employed in

assembly lines (Mario Pena-Cabrera, 2005). In many cases,

the assembly system handles parts with the same shape, but at

random positions and angles. For example, in clothing

manufacture, the cloth must be automatically delivered to

different sewing positions according to its textures and

patterns. Generally, it is more difficult to recognise these parts

with the same shape because of the lack of easily-

distinguishable information. In order to assemble parts with

same form, but random position and angle, the identity,

position and orientation angle of every part must be detected.

Once this information is obtained, the manipulator can pick

up the parts and place them in the assigned positions. For this

purpose, an effective image processing method must be

developed. The assembly system is shown in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, the disordered parts are placed on the disordered

parts pallet (1). Using image processing, the six degree of

freedom robot (3) can pick up these parts one by one using a

suction cup, and then place them (4) at assigned positions on

the assembled parts pallet (2) according to their identities.
Various effective image-processing methods have been

proposed for assembly systems. Qiang, et al. (2004) presented

a centre-invariable moment technique. In the image, edges are

detected by two-value processing, the profiles are connecting by

closed curves, and then the centre of each curve is found in order

to calculate the centre moment within the curves. Obviously,

parts with different shapes have different centre moments. This

method is appropriate for assembling parts with different

shapes, but it does not work well for parts with same shape.

Alternatively, a grey-scale histogram can be employed. (Fan-Di

et al., 2004). The method is described as follows: first, a grey-

scale histogram of every part is established, called the template

grey level histogram. Second, pixels of every part are extracted

from the image, and their grey-scale histograms are established.

Finally, a comparison of the grey level histogram of these parts

with every template histogram identifies the parts. Thismethod

is a fast and accurate way to identify parts, but it does not

recognise a part’s orientation angle very well. A further method

is the XY-Theta system presented by Barrett et al. (1996):

during clothing manufacture, according to their texture and

pattern, different pieces of cloth with the same shape must be

automatically delivered to different sewing points by

manipulators and transporters. Generally in this paper,

template matching is based on monochrome imaging, and the

system finds the same position repeatedly. It is not necessary to

consider the position of every part in the image. Moreover, the

cloth has been stacked in a consistent direction, simplifying

the recognition of its orientation. Another method called the

orientation code (Ullah andKaneko, 2004) has been presented,

and can be employed for template matching when the blocks

have random orientation. Over 3608 in either direction, it

attempts to match the current grey level histogram with the
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every template’s grey level histogram, and this gives the

identities and the orientation angles of parts in the image, but

requires the parts to be in fixed positions. Choi andKim (2002)

presented a two-stage template matching method: in the first

stage, the matching candidates are selected using a

computational low cost feature. In the second stage, rotation-

invariant template matching is performed only on thematching

candidates using Zernike moments. The method can deal with

the recognition of fixed position. A comparison of these above

methods is shown in Table I.
Evidently, there is no effective image processing method for

the assembly of parts with the same form, random position

and angle. Looking at the assembly process, we find it is

similar to jigsaw puzzle assembly. This paper has established a

robot-based jigsaw puzzle assembly system, which includes

up-to-date hardware and software techniques.

2. Framework of system

The robot-based jigsaw puzzle system is shown in Figure 2.

The robot picks up the block by means of the suction cup from

the disordered parts pallet, and then rotates it to the appropriate

angle, and places it at an assigned location in the assembled parts

pallet. In our system, the jigsaw puzzle is made up of 25 square

blocks.Followinga sequence fromright to left and top tobottom,

the identities (IDs) of the blocks are denoted as 1,2, . . . ,25.
The flow chart of the software system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2 The robot-based jigsaw puzzle system

Table I Advantages and shortcomings of related method

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Centre invariable

moment

Assembles parts with

random position and

different forms

Cannot assemble

parts with the same

form and different

appearance

Grey level

histogram

Rapidly calculates,

and assembles parts

with the same forms

Cannot assemble

parts with random

orientation angles

XY-Theta system

method

Assembles parts with

the same form and

different appearance

Cannot assemble

parts with random

position and

orientation.

Orientation code Assembles parts with

the same form and

random orientation

Large computation

cost. Cannot assemble

parts with random

position

Figure 1 The assembly system for parts with the same form, at random
positions and angles

Figure 3 Flow chart of the jigsaw puzzle system
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3. Obtaining pixels and pre-rotation angle

First of all, the block template Ti (i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,25) must be

created. The template Ti is a 71 £ 71 matrix, in which every

element denotes the grey-scale values of pixels in the ith
block. To extract the profile of each block, grey

transformation and threshold division algorithms are

employed. Under 300 lumens, blocks are easily recognised

when the threshold value is 250-320. In the image the block

dealt with is defined as the current block, and when the

current block recognition is completed the next block

becomes the current block. In a two-value image, beginning

with the first black point, the current block’s edge points are

extracted. The coordinates of these edge points are recorded

as (Xe,Ye), where, the ith edge point is denoted as

(xe[i ], ye[i ]). Some noise is present in the form of small

black blocks or dots, but it is easy to ignore these in the

analysis of a number of points on the boundary: (xe[i ], ye[i ]).

3.1 The corner points and the centre coordinates

Using the corner points of the square block (Figure 4), the

centre coordinates and the pre-rotation angle of the current

block are calculated. If the pre-rotation angle is not too small,

the top corner point ðyctop; yctopÞ is the highest point ðxtop; ytopÞ
with minimum y coordinates in ye:

yctop ¼ ytop ¼ minðyeÞ ð1Þ

xctop ¼ xtop ¼ xe½ p � ð2Þ

where, p is the position of ytop in ye.
In the same way, we can find the bottom, left and right

corner point coordinates ðxcbottom; ycbottomÞ, ðxcleft; ycleftÞ, and
ðxcright; ycrightÞ. Hence, the coordinates of the centre point

ðxmid; ymidÞ are computed by the following formula:

� xcright þ xcleft

2
;
yctop þ ycbottomt

2

�
ð3Þ

The centre coordinates can be transformed to the robot

coordinates system, so that the robot will know the positions of

the blocks. This transformation will be discussed in section 5.

The pre-rotation angle ab denotes the angle of clockwise

rotation for the current block relative to the edge of the original

image. It can be worked out by following equation:

ab ¼ a tan
ycright 2 yctop

xctop 2 xcright
ð4Þ

where xctop – ycright:
Generally, the pre-rotation only rotates the blocks’ edge

parallel to the pallet edge. Later, a compensation angle is applied

to rotate the blocks to their correct orientation (Figure 6).

Section 4 will explain how to find the compensation angle.

3.2 Correcting algorithm for the corner points

When the pre-rotation is small, the highest point is not usually

the top corner point (Figure 5), so the identification of the top

corner point is difficult. Obviously, we need an effective

approach for adjusting the corner points. Assuming that the

coordinates of the current point (xcurrent, ycurrent) are (xe[1],
ye[1]), the following steps will find the correct top corner point;
1 Estimate whether it is necessary to adjust the corner

points. First, calculate the distance in y coordinates

between the current point and the preceding tenth point,

jycurrent 2 ycurrentþ 10j and distance in y coordinates

between the current point and its following tenth point

jycurrent 2 ycurrent210j. If equations (5) and (6) are

satisfied, the current point is not the corner point.

jycurrent 2 ycurrentþ10j , 5 ð5Þ

jycurrent 2 ycurrent210j , 5 ð6Þ

So a search for the top corner point is required.
2 In ye, extract all ycurrent values.
3 For these points, find the left point with minimum x

coordinates and the right point with maximum x
coordinates. Now, regard the left point as the current

point. If the current point satisfies equation (5), the left

point is not the top corner point, otherwise it is. Likewise,

we can estimate whether the right point is the top corner

point or not according to equation (6).
4 After completing the above steps, if the top corner point is

still not found, move to the y coordinates of the current

point plus 1: ycurrent ¼ ycurrent þ 1. Then, extract all points

whose y coordinates are ycurrent. For these points, take an

arbitrary point as the current point, and then repeat steps

1-4 until the top corner point is found. Figure 5 shows the

top corner point (blue) after this process.

Once the top corner point has been found, the furthest point

away from the top corner is the bottom corner point. Then,

the point with the smallest x coordinates is the left corner

point. In a similar way, we can find the right corner point.

When all the corner points are calculated, equation (4) can be

used to calculate the correct pre-rotation angle.

3.3 Pixel extraction

In order to match the current block with the template Ti, we

employ the following approach to extract the pixels of the

current block in the original image.
For the edge points, set (Xe,Ye), to find all points pj (xj,y)

with the same y coordinates, such as the vector:

Yk ¼ ð p1; p2; . . . ; pj . . . ; pnÞðk [ ½Min;Max�Þ ð7Þ

where Min and Max are the minimum and maximum values

in Ye, respectively. In original image, extract and store all
Figure 4 The corner points of the square block

Figure 5 The highest point is not the top corner point (blue) when pre-
rotation is small
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pixels between the left point p1(x1,y) with the minimum x and

the right point pn (xn,y) with the maximum x. Then move to

y þ 1, and repeat the above operation until k increases from

Min to Max. Thus, all the pixels of the current block are

identified. These pixels are rotated clockwise through the pre-

rotation angle (Figure 6). Thus, 71 £ 71 pixels are extracted,

denoted by Ph (h ¼ 1,2, . . . ,25), in which every element

corresponds to a grey level of a pixel at the corresponding

position of the current block. In the original image, the first

current block is extracted as P1, and then all pixels of the

current block are set to white. Then the next block becomes

the current block, defined as P2, and so on until P25 is

extracted.

4. The matching algorithm

After obtaining all Ph, we can test their match against every

template Ti(i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,25). First, it is necessary to calculate

the compensation angle. By rotating the Ph through one of

four compensation angles aa(08 908 1808 2708) as shown in

Figure 6, the current block will be rotated to its correct

position. The equation for matching Ph with Ti is as follow

(Jen-Hui Chuang, 1996):

raa
¼ STið j; kÞ £ Phð j; kÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

STið j; kÞ2
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

SPhð j; kÞ2
q ð8Þ

where, j,k ¼ 1,2,3, . . . ,71, raa
denotes the distance between

the hth block Ph and the ith template Ti. Obviously, to match

the hth block with the ith template at four positions will result

in four matching values: r0; r90; r180; r270: In the four values,

choose the minimum one and denote it as r, then put r into a

25 £ 25 matrix C called the minimal matching matrix at

(h,i). At the same time, put the angle aa corresponding to

value r into a 25 £ 25 matrix A called the angle matrix at

(h, i). In other words, the hth block that has been rotated

clockwise through the pre-rotation angle is closest to the ith

template that has been rotated clockwise aa: It is necessary to

match the current block with every template, and put a

minimum value and angle into C and A, respectively.
Having matched each Ph(i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,25) with the respective

template, matrixes A and C will be full. In matrix C, seek the

minimum value. If, for instance, the position of the minimum

value is at the hth row and the ith column, this means that in

original image, the ID of the hth block is i. So the block

should be placed at the ith position. The following equation

calculates the compensation angle:

aa ¼
h

ð0; 0; . . . ; 1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}; 0; 0ÞA
i

ð0; 0; . . . ; 1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}; 0; 0Þ
T ð9Þ

So, the orientation angle a of the hth block is:

a ¼ aa þ ab ð10Þ

Then, delete the row and the column in which the minimal
value is located. Repeat this 25 times to obtain the ID and
orientation angle of every block. Finally, on delivering the
information to the robot controller, the robot will pick up the
blocks by a suction cup, rotate the blocks by the orientation
angles, and place them at the proper positions in the
assembled parts pallet.

5. Experiments

The experimental system is shown in Figure 2. The camera,
which is set at a resolution of 768 £ 576, captures images of
the disordered blocks on the disordered parts pallet and saves
the picture in computer memory. The disordered pallet and
the assembled parts pallet are both square, and their side
lengths are 350mm. Using the image processing method
mentioned above, the robot picks up a block by a suction cup
from the disordered parts pallet, and then rotates it through
the appropriate angle, and places it at an assigned location on
the assembled parts pallet.
Before the experiment, the system must be calibrated to

relate the whole disordered parts pallet correctly to the
camera’s field of view. Then, in the image captured by the
camera, take a corner of the pallet as reference, count
the number of pixels N between the reference point and the
neighbouring corner point. A transform coefficient E can be
derived:

E ¼ L=N ð11Þ

where L is the length of the pallet side. Thus, in the image, the
distance: DE between a given point and the reference point
can be calculated by:

DE ¼ E £NE ð12Þ

where NE is the number of pixels between the given point and
the reference point. So the centre coordinates of the blocks in
the image can be transformed to robot coordinates according
to equation (12).
Once calibration is completed, the experiments are

performed. During the robot assembly process, some errors
in position and angle emerged. There are two reasons for
these errors. Firstly, the calibration transform coefficient
actually varies over the surface of the disordered parts pallet.
Secondly, the coefficient is affected by the distance D between
the disordered parts pallet and the CCD camera. Figure 7
shows the position and angle errors of the block located at the
top right-hand corner of the disordered parts pallet as D
varies. Obviously, a closer distance means more deformation
at the edges of the image, and a farther distance means fewer
pixels per block. According to Figure 7, to minimise the error
the distance D must be about 950mm. Blocks distant from
the centre have larger position and angle of errors because
of the physical characteristics of the CCD camera. Figure 8
plots the position and angle errors of blocks located at
different positions on the disordered parts pallet.
To test our technique, simulations were performed. The

broken jigsaw puzzle is shown in Figure 9(a), and the result of
assembly is shown in Figure 9(b). If the blocks are placed at
small pre-rotation angles, and they are assembled without
correcting the corner points, the result is shown in Figure 9(c).

Figure 6 Rotation of block to its correct orientation
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By correcting the corner points, the result of assembly is the

same as Figure 9(b). Finally, practical experiments were

carried out. Using the system shown in Figure 2, successful

assembly under a camera distance of 950mm within 3 min is

shown in Figure 10.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a robot-based jigsaw puzzle assembly system has

been established. We developed an effective image processing

method to assemble parts with the same shape, but random

position and angle. Simulation and experimentation showed

(Figures 9 and 10) the validity and effectiveness of the

method presented in this paper. Future work will concentrate

on the recognition of occluded blocks, such as overlapping

blocks.
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